
Whitepaper 1.0



▪ 🏆 Going back to how this channel (@UniswapEarlyCalls) started - The purpose of this 
channel is to make good early calls, so that everyone can have an equal (early) opportunity. 

▪ We do our best to do thorough due diligence to avoid scams. However, there is never going to 
be a 100% guarantee, but so far we are doing very well! The team here knows how to do due 
diligence and we will make calls only with the best odds (of not exit scamming).

▪ This channel will not make many calls, but only quality ones! We will not make a call when a 
token is pumped at 10X or 20X just to shill our bags. We have seen many channels doing 
this, and burned people who follow them blindly.

▪ Also, many channels made obvious scams, where clearly no proper research was done. Or 
those calls were just meant to pump and dump bags to naïve community members. 

No research is 100% fail proof but such calls were just simply poor.



There are currently no quality discussion 
groups in the space now. Existing Telegram 
discussion groups are just being used as 
avenues for bad actors to promote scams and 
rugs (using multiple accounts), shilling 
personal bags (token holdings) without 
justification, promoting bad calls and etc.

Multiple “Uniswap” channels are making calls 
without proper research, or merely just 
pumping and dumping “calls” (tokens).



Trust DAO 

We are proud to present Trust DAO Community group, 
which aims to weed out bad actors, and promote 
exchange of good insight, research, good calls etc within 
the community.

Potentially, we may implement some form of onchain
reputation for Trust DAO community members.

Trust DAO Community group will be limited to only 50 
people initially.



▪ $TRUST will have DEFLATIONARY functions.

▪ $TRUST will have BURN functions. 

▪ $TRUST will hold real value in ETH, and Token Sale will be conducted according to a predetermined price 
and supply schedule.

▪ In order to be whitelisted as a member of the Trust DAO community, lockup of 1000 $TRUST tokens are 
required at all times. Bad actors will have 1000 $TRUST tokens BURNed.

▪ Whitelisting instructions and group invite link will be communicated.

▪ Top $TRUST token holders will be invited to participate in various private sale placements.

▪ $TRUST team tokens will be BURNed when a call made by https://t.me/UniswapEarlyCalls is negative 
ROI.

▪ $TRUST DEFLATIONARY pool tokens will be BURNed when a call made by 
https://t.me/UniswapEarlyCalls is positive ROI.

▪ $TRUST AIRDROP pool tokens will be rewarded to the top 10 holders, who do not move tokens for 1 
month.

https://t.me/UniswapEarlyCalls
https://t.me/UniswapEarlyCalls


$TRUST tokens 
will be distributed 

via a bonding 
curve token sale.

▪ A bonding curve is a predetermined 
relationship between supply and price. In this 
case for Trust DAO, a bonding curve schedule 
is implemented where the price grows slightly 
exponentially as the number of $TRUST 
tokens sold increase.
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$TRUST Bonding Curve Presale Schedule:

ETH participated: Token price (ETH): No. of tokens USD (ETH $240)

0-25 0.000010 2,500,000 0.0024

26-50 0.000012 2,083,333 0.00288

51-75 0.000014 1,785,714 0.00336

76-100 0.000016 1,562,500 0.00384

101-125 0.000018 1,388,889 0.00432

126-150 0.000020 1,250,000 0.0048

151-175 0.000022 1,136,364 0.00528

176-200 0.000024 1,041,667 0.00576

201-225 0.000026 961,538 0.00624

226-250 0.000028 892,857 0.00672

14,602,862

Presale lockup: 50% unlocked, 50% vested over 5 months (10%/month)
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Token metrics: %

Presale 25 14,602,862               

Uniswap Liquidity 10 5,841,145                 

Team tokens: 5 2,920,572                 

Strategic partners: 10 5,841,145                 

Airdrop Pool: 15 8,761,717                 

Burn Pool: 35 20,444,007               

100 58,411,450               

Total supply: 58,411,450

Circulating supply: 18,983,721 (Presale, Uniswap Liquidity, Strategic

partners)



Use of funds: %

Uniswap liquidity: 50

Development and marketing: 20

Partnerships, exchanges fees 15

Operations, vendor fees 15

Valuations: $

Fully diluted valuation: 392,525                

Fully diluted valuation (after BURN) 255,141                

Initial circulating valuation: 127,571                

Presale format:

Presale hardcap: 250 ETH

Presale softcap: 150 ETH

Individual cap: 5 ETH

Individual minimum: 1 ETH

Use of funds:

Uniswap liquidity: Development and marketing:

Partnerships, exchanges fees Operations, vendor fees



Token Addresses & Transparency:

Presale: 0x10499378d8ED486f9b9e364560Ad4d3B238e9C0e

Team tokens: 0x7BA1588C835eC94e0B883fBd91a6F00b1e97DDD9

Strategic partners: 0x0575dD7c7054F4f2D8571258bfECD32865b64296

Airdrop Pool: 0x5069B15cF4c86e5Bc0Ef9582091d1D5509f2EB43

Burn Pool: 0x9CC617eBAdd663bbb7B7437C72D477E9A8EA6683

TRUST DAO Lockup: 0x6238fbE0bB3e1C164683f901cc1EF22bAdBADC1A



Individual minimum: 1 ETH

$TRUST Bonding Curve Presale Participation Address:

0x10499378d8ED486f9b9e364560Ad4d3B238e9C0e

Presale hardcap: 250 ETH

Presale softcap: 150 ETH

Individual cap: 5 ETH



(Will be updated):

1. Roadmap

2. Enhanced token metrics

3. Partnerships

4. Launch of TRUST DAO Community

5. Launch of private sale placements.


